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Abstract: This study confirmed that Al2O3 particles were formed in IN718 alloys during the
fabrication by both selective laser melting (SLM) and electron beam melting (EBM). Different heat
pattern and atmospheres in SLM and EBM result in different distribution and volume fraction of
Al2O3 particles. The Al2O3 oxides would act as nucleation sites for the precipitation of Nb/Ti
carbides, leading to the formation of unique core-shell composites with Al2O3 in the center and
Ti/Nb at the periphery. In order to investigate the oxygen content introduced during SLM and
EBM, the volume fraction of Al2O3 formed in spark plasm sintering (SPS)-fabricated substrate,
by consolidating the pre-oxidized IN718 raw powders at 800 ◦C, was utilized. The oxygen contents
introduced to IN718 substrates during SLM and EBM fabrication were calculated to be 0.030 wt%
and 0.099 wt%, respectively.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; selective laser melting; electron beam melting; oxides;
nickel alloys

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a novel materials fabrication process which can allow direct
molding of raw powders into arbitrary configurations mapped out by 3D CAD (computer-aided
design) data [1–3]. During fabrication, layers of fine metal or alloy powders are deposited by powder
feeding and a high-power heat source fully melts the powders instantaneously. The process of AM
technologies on the industrial production today splits broadly into two types, based on the difference
of the heat source, namely, selective laser melting (SLM) and electron beam melting (EBM), where a
laser beam and an electron beam are used as heat source, respectively [4]. Both the SLM and EBM
processes are capable of fabricating fully dense metallic parts with high dimensional precision and
superior surface integrity [2,5]. In addition, as claimed by Kuo et al. [6], AM technologies are able to
suppress the formation of prior particle boundary (PPB) precipitations owing to the full melting of
powders by the high-energy heat source. PPB precipitations result from powder surface contamination
and widely exist in alloys after fabrication by traditional powder metallurgy technologies, such as hot
isostatic pressing (HIP), and bring detrimental effects on mechanical properties as a possible source of
brittle fracture [7,8].

So far, a large amount of prealloyed powders have been applied for AM technologies,
including Ni-based alloy powders [9]. Among Ni-based alloys, IN718 is widely employed in
many high-performance components in gas turbines, spacecraft, and nuclear reactors by virtue
of an improved balance of mechanical properties and corrosion/oxidation resistance at elevated
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temperatures [10]. With the endless updating of design in industry, many structure components with
complex configurations are proposed and whipped into service rapidly. In addition to a favorable
mechanical performance, a high demand on dimensional precision and fabrication efficiency is
necessary for the components. However, because a high hardness is maintained in broad temperatures
for the majority of Ni-based alloys strengthened by solid-solution strengthening and precipitation
strengthening of D022 ordered γ” and/or L12 ordered γ′ precipitates, these kinds of Ni-based alloys are
difficult to manufacture by conventional machining methods with low cost and high efficiency [11,12].
Thus, AM technologies have been focused on fabricating Ni-based alloys, and several alloys, such as
IN718, have been successfully fabricated by AM technologies [13–17].

However, even though AM technologies could mitigate the PPB precipitations as mentioned
above, raw powder surface with a high surface area is easily contaminated during AM process and
handling. A high vacuum (10−4–10−5 mbar) (for EBM system) or an inert atmosphere (for SLM
system) is used in AM operation [2,3], the impurity elements such as oxygen are difficult to remove
from the chamber of SLM/EBM and easy to react with powders to form oxides at high temperatures
over 1200 ◦C during AM processes, particularly for the powders which contain elements with a high
affinity to oxygen and nitrogen gases. Thus, oxides formed on raw powders during AM process must
generate residuals in AM-fabricated alloys, which will bring a certain influence on microstructure and
mechanical properties [18,19]. However, thus far, no detailed report on the residuals in AM-fabricated
Ni-based alloys has been presented, and how much oxygen content would be introduced into fabricated
bulk alloys during AM process is still not clear. In the current work, the residuals/oxides formed in
AM-fabricated IN718 Ni-based alloys were examined, in which the microstructural difference resulting
from heat source was illustrated through observing SLM- and EBM-fabricated IN718 alloys. To perform
a systematic study on the evolution of the oxides from powder surface contaminations to the residuals
in alloy substrates, pre-oxidized IN718 raw powders were consolidated by SPS in order to examine
the effect of pre-formed oxides on the microstructure of the bulk alloy. Besides, the oxygen contents
introduced into IN718 substrates, during SLM and EBM fabrication, were quantitatively analyzed by
comparing the SPS results.

2. Materials and Experimental Procedure

The prealloyed IN718 Ni-based powders were prepared by vacuum melting and gas atomized
into a spherical shape with a mean particle size of 60 µm. The practical chemical compositions of used
powders are given in Table 1, in which the metal elements were measured by inductively coupled
plasma (ICP), and oxygen was measured by fusion method. Corresponding abbreviations are utilized
to define each kind of the powders used in each fabrication. SLM process for IN718 was conducted
by GmbH Electro Optical Systems (EOS) in 99.9999% argon. In the case of EBM, Arcam A2X EBM
machine with a tungsten filament was utilized to fabricate IN718 specimens in vacuum. We used the
default standard processing parameters developed by EOS and Arcam companies to operate the SLM
and EBM processes, respectively. The cubes made by both SLM and EBM were set to the same size
of 35 mm × 35 mm × 35 mm. After the SLM/EBM processes, test specimens were cut from the AM
cubes parallel to the build direction (BD) by using a spark cutter [6].

Table 1. Practical compositions of the raw powders used in this study (in mass%).

Powders Ni Cr Fe Nb Mo Ti Al Co O

IN718 SLM Bal. 19.63 18.21 5.05 2.85 1.10 0.46 0.03 0.019
IN718 EBM Bal. 19.30 18.34 4.89 3.04 1.07 0.54 0.01 0.014
IN718 SPS Bal. 18.92 18.09 5.21 3.02 0.90 0.62 0.02 0.016

The metallographic analysis was carried out on the surfaces parallel to BD by using backscattered
electron microscopy (BSE) equipped in electron probe microanalyzer (EPMA, JEOL JXA-8530F,
Tokyo, Japan). Prior to microstructural observation, all the samples were wet ground and
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polished sufficiently until using 1 µm diamond paste, and subsequently ultrasonically cleaned
in ethanol. The distribution of residues in all AM-processed alloys were identified with BSE
images and corresponding EPMA elemental mappings. To obtain more detailed information on
the morphology and element compositions of the residues, characterization of scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM, HITACH HD-2000, Tokyo, Japan), armed with energy dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (EDS), was conducted, in which the TEM samples in a thickness of about 100 nm were
prepared by focused ion beam milling and field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM)
imaging (FIB-SEM, JEOL JIB-4600F/HKD, Tokyo, Japan).

In order to investigate the probable contaminations formed on raw powder surfaces, the raw
powders of IN718 alloy were oxidized at 800 ◦C for 5 min in air and in vacuum (<10−3 Pa). Oxides
formed on the powder surfaces were characterized with STEM, in which the detailed elemental
distribution in the oxide scale was quantitatively analyzed using EDS point analysis.

In this study, SPS was used to evaluate the effect of the powder surface contaminations on
the microstructure of fabricated alloys. All the pre-oxidized IN718 powders were consolidated in a
graphite mold by SPS at 1100 ◦C, and 45 MPa for 30 min. BSE observation and EPMA mapping were
carried out to examine the residual oxides in the substrate of SPS-consolidated IN718 alloy.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructures of AM-Fabricated Alloys

Figure 1 shows BSE images of AM-fabricated IN718 alloys, including (a) SLM, (b) EBM, and (c)
SPS-fabricated substrates, in which correspondingly magnified images (d), (e), and (f) are shown,
as well. Based on a different contrast in the BSE images, it is recognized that there are several black
precipitates uniformly dispersed in each AM-fabricated sample, i.e., (d) a high number density and a
small size of the particles in SLM-IN718 substrate, (e) several sparser black particles with a larger size
are distributed in EBM-IN718 substrate. However, in contrast to the high precipitates volume fraction
of AM-fabricated substrates, only a few precipitates could be found in the substrate consolidated by
SPS (Figure 1c, f). The detailed area fraction of the black precipitates in each sample was calculated
with ImageJ software, which is corresponded to 0.269% in SLM, 0.883% in EBM, and 0.133% in SPS
alloys. In addition, there are large amounts of secondary phase with white contrast in the BSE image
of SLM-processed IN718, marked with arrows in Figure 1d.

EPMA elemental maps of the SLM- and EBM-fabricated IN718 samples are exhibited in Figure 2.
Figure 2a shows that the fine black particles in SLM-IN718 alloy are Al2O3 precipitates, due to an
enrichment of aluminum and oxygen. Besides, the white phase marked by black arrow in Figure 2a is
obviously rich in niobium and titanium. In the case of EBM-processed sample, in addition to aluminum
and oxygen, the coarser black particles are demonstrated to be enriched with niobium and titanium
simultaneously, as shown in Figure 2b.

A higher magnification observation on the dispersed particles was carried out with STEM,
as shown in Figure 3a–e. Based on high-angle annual dark-field (HAADF) STEM and bright-field
(BF) STEM imaging modes and corresponding EDS maps, the morphology and element compositions
of each particle could be identified clearly. As shown in Figure 3a, due to the high image contrast
of Al-including particles with dark color in the HAADF images, the Al2O3 particles in SLM-IN718
alloy with a spherical shape are easily distinguished, corresponding to the enrichment of Al and O in
the elemental maps of Figure 3c. It is noticeable that one of the Al2O3 particles is covered with white
region, and another one is free, as marked with light blue arrow and red arrow in the HAADF image
of Figure 3c, respectively. The EDS maps show that the covered particle possesses an enrichment of Ti.
Besides, the white phase could be also observed in Figure 3a, in which an orderly arrangement of the
white phase in matrix could be confirmed from the HADDF image with low magnification. Based on
corresponding EDS maps, a high Nb concentration was demonstrated in the white phase. With respect
to EBM-IN718 alloy, in addition to a sparse number density (Figure 3b), a unique core-shell shape
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characteristic of the particle could be observed, based on the difference of image contrast in the HAADF
image of Figure 3d, namely, a dark black area is located at center (noted by red arrow) and is wrapped
by a light gray region (noted by light blue arrow). Based on corresponding EDS maps, it can be found
that Al and O are relatively enriched at the dark black area, and Ti, Nb with strong signal of Ti are
enriched at the light gray region. Additionally, the distribution of fine gray precipitates with high
number density could be identified with BF image, as marked by a yellow arrow in Figure 3d. EDS
maps in Figure 3e show that the fine gray precipitates possess high concentrations of Nb, Ti, and Ni.
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Figure 2. EPMA elemental mappings obtained from (a) SLM-fabricated and (b) EBM-fabricated IN718
bulk alloys.

In order to figure out the core-shell structure in more detail, a composition profile across the
particle in EBM-fabricated IN718 substrate was carried out with EDS point analysis, as shown in
Figure 4, suggesting that the atomic percentages of all components are approximate to Al2O3 in the
core of the particle and Ti/Nb compositions at the periphery. Based on TEM observation, the mean
size of Al2O3 precipitates were calculated to be 42.5 nm and 93.2 nm in SLM- and EBM-fabricated
samples, respectively.
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Figure 4. The STEM EDS point analysis on the residue of the EBM-fabricated IN718 sample.

3.2. Oxidation Behavior of Raw Powders

Figure 5 shows the TEM characterization on cross-sections of the oxide scales formed on IN718
powders after the oxidation at 800 ◦C for 5 min in vacuum (<10−3 Pa) and in air, respectively. Figure 5a
represents the result obtained from the oxidation in vacuum (<10−3 Pa), in which a very thin oxide scale
formed on the powder surface could be confirmed. However, the scale is too thin to be identified with
EDS equipped in STEM. After changing environment to air, the oxide scale grew to be considerably
thick, as shown with TEM image in Figure 5b. Based on EDS point analysis, the outer layer of the
oxide scale was identified to be (Ni, Fe) Cr2O4 spinel and the inner layer was Cr2O3. In addition,
Nb/Al-enriched oxide region was found beneath the Cr2O3 layer. The detailed EDS analysis results of
the scale formed in air are exhibited in Table 2.
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Figure 5. The TEM images of the oxide scales formed on IN718 raw powders after oxidation on 800 ◦C
for 5 min in vacuum (<10−3 Pa) (a) and in air (b).

Table 2. Chemical composition of the scale formed on 800 ◦C for 5 min in air obtained from EDS point
analysis (in atom %).

No. Ni Fe Cr Al O Mo Nb Ti

1 9.2 9.2 6.1 0.1 72.5 2.7 0 0.2
2 7.7 9.5 6.6 0.2 73.5 2.2 0 0.1
3 0.1 0.2 19.9 0.9 74.8 2.0 1.5 0.5
4 0.7 0.8 25.0 0.6 69.6 2.2 0.7 0.6
5 9.9 2.9 6.4 2.3 67.9 3.4 5.3 1.9
6 48.8 11.8 9.0 0.4 20.5 7.2 1.9 0.5
7 44.0 11.0 6.2 1.0 27.7 7.3 2.4 0.5
8 38.7 12.8 15.0 1.2 23.7 6.4 1.7 0.4
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3.3. Microstructures of SPS-Fabricated Alloys

In order to investigate the effect of powder surface oxides on the microstructures of consolidated
alloys, the pre-oxidized powders were consolidated with SPS. Figure 6 shows the microstructures
of IN718 alloy obtained from consolidating each kind of powder, including the powders without
pre-oxidation (Figure 6a) and the ones that oxidized at 800 ◦C for 5 min in vacuum (Figure 6b) and in
air (Figure 6c). In contrast to the few black secondary precipitates in the sample consolidated with
non-oxidation powders, it can be clearly confirmed that the black precipitates are well developed along
the powder boundaries in SPS-consolidated substrate using pre-oxidized powders. It is obvious that
the volume fraction of these black particles increases significantly with the changing of environment
from vacuum to air, as exhibited in Figure 6b,c. EPMA wavelength dispersive spectrometer (WDS)
point analysis was utilized to quantitatively analyze the compositions of the black precipitates formed
in SPS-fabricated bulk alloys. Figure 7a, b and Table 3 show the obtained results by using the powders
oxidized at 800 ◦C for 5 min in vacuum and in air, respectively. In accordance with a relatively high
concentration of Al and O in atomic percentages, the black particles were considered to be Al2O3.
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Table 3. Results of EPMA WDS point analysis obtained from the residues marked in Figure 7a, and b,
respectively (in atom %).

No. Specimens Cr Nb Ti Ni Al O Fe Mo

1

Vacuum

22.2 3.3 1.1 40.0 3.9 3.0 19.9 1.9
2 17.0 11.2 3.6 25.4 10.5 18.8 12.0 1.5
3 17.5 28.3 7.5 30.7 1.2 0 13.5 1.4
4 21.6 3.1 1.2 47.3 1.4 0 19.3 2.0

1

Air

7.6 1.2 1.0 9.6 29.1 44.6 6.0 0.5
2 8.0 2.4 0.9 8.3 26.6 46.4 6.7 0.6
3 14.5 1.6 0.8 30.1 12.2 26.3 12.5 1.1
4 21.8 2.5 1.0 52.1 0.7 0 18.5 1.6
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Figure 7. BSE images of the residues formed in IN718 alloys consolidated by SPS with the pre-oxidized
powders at 800 ◦C for 5 min in vacuum (a) and in air (b).

4. Discussion

4.1. Microstructures of AM- and SPS-Fabricated Alloys

Based on the characterization of AM-fabricated Ni-based alloys, including SLM-processed
and EBM-processed IN718 samples, it could be confirmed that residues uniformly disperse inside
AM-fabricated substrates, and most of them are oxides. However, lesser residues were found in
SPS-consolidated alloy than both SLM and EBM. The reason could be associated with a low oxygen
potential in SPS processing than that in SLM/EBM. As shown with a Ni–O binary phase diagram in
Figure 8, it is noticeable that the oxygen solubility in nickel increases significantly once temperature
reaches to melting point of nickel, and higher oxygen solubility could be expected with the temperature
increasing further [20,21].

It is widely known that SPS is a kind of solid-phase sintering performed at relatively low
temperatures, and the oxygen content introduced into Ni matrix via the solid solution should be
extremely limited. However, AM technologies are based on the melting of raw powders, which is a
typical liquid-phase sintering, and more oxygen can be introduced with higher oxygen solubility in
the liquid phase, as reflected in Figure 8. Moreover, in comparison with the direct exposure of raw
powder in AM chamber, during SPS consolidation, the powders are covered with a pure Ni sheet,
a carbon sheet, and a graphite mold, which could considerably reduce the oxygen potential in the
powder surface of SPS.
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In the case of the residues formed in AM technique, the morphology of the residues depends on
AM processing methods. Residues in SLM processing are much different from the ones in EBM, i.e., the
spherical Al2O3 precipitates with a small size and a large number density dominate the IN718 substrate
processed with SLM, whereas the sparse precipitates with a coarse size disperse in EBM-fabricated
sample. Besides, a unique core-shell structure with Al2O3 in a core and Ti/Nb composite at a periphery
was found for the precipitates in EBM. In SLM processing, a laser beam with ultra-high energy
irradiates metal powders and then melts the powders instantaneously in a small area. After making a
micro melt pool, the beam will move to next positions with a high scanning speed, leading to a high
cooling rate of 103 to 108 K/s, which is prone to inducing more rapid cooling and solidification of the
original melt pool [1,11]. It was reported that such rapid melting/cooling rate results in an extremely
high-volume fraction of liquid/solid interface and a significant refinement of grains [11]. Based on the
mechanism that a new grain formation typically starts at the boundary of components where partially
molten powder particles act as new nuclei [3], Al2O3 particles crystallized in the melt pool on cooling,
and the crystallization rate of Al2O3 could be increased significantly in SLM processing with higher
nucleation sites, corresponding to the high Al2O3 number density in Figure 1. On the other hand,
with respect to EBM process, a larger beam diameter was utilized. The larger beam diameter in EBM
usually results in a larger melt pool dimension than SLM. In addition to the larger melt pools, a quite
slow cooling rate occurs in EBM. It is known that the pre-heat or pre-melt scan is necessary for EBM
powder bed, thus, the powders have been already pre-heated to a certain temperature around 0.5–0.8
melting temperature (Tm), and the cooling rate of the melt pool would be decreased drastically after
the departure of electron beam [2,4]. Consequently, a relatively slow solidification exists in EBM and
fewer sites appear for new nucleation of Al2O3. Besides, due to the long processing times and high
temperatures with slower cooling, the original solid parts would suffer from an in situ heat treatment
during the subsequent EBM fabrication of recoated powders, and this process has been claimed to be
responsible for the growth of precipitates [22] and was supposed to contribute the coarsening of the
residues in EBM. Even after the overall building process, a considerably long cooling time, such as
overnight, is needed, since a high temperature still remains in the entire EBM chamber, which may
further promote the coarsening of residues.

The unique core-shell structure of residues with Al2O3 in the core and Ti/Nb compositions at the
periphery, suggesting that Ti/Nb phase was precipitated on the surface of Al2O3 particle and could
easily be coarsened due to the high temperature during the process of EBM. Mostafa et al. [23,24]
claimed that the white precipitates enriched with Nb and Ti in the homogenized SLM-printed IN718
alloy are MC-type carbides, which also exists in the printed specimens, but cannot be detectable
because of their fine size. Thus, it is reasonable to consider that the pre-formed Al2O3 particles in
EBM-fabricated substrate act as a nucleation site for Ti/Nb carbides. Precipitates grew by a diffusion
process with a slow cooling rate in EBM process, resembling the process of homogenization heat
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treatment [25]. Besides, a slight coating of the Ti/Nb carbides also could be found in Al2O3 particles
of SLM, as proved with the one noted by the light blue arrow in Figure 3c. The core-shell structure
is not obvious in SLM, which is associated with the fast cooling rate. The formation processes of the
residues in SLM- and EBM-fabricated IN718 substrates are summarized and exhibited schematically in
Figure 9.
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With respect to the fine gray precipitates exhibited in BF images of Figure 3d,e, they should be
δ and/or γ” phases, due to the enrichment of Nb, Ti, and Ni, which are derived from the available
precipitation in the high temperature process of EBM fabrication [26]. On the other hand, the white
Nb-enriched phases in SLM IN718 alloy are considered to be γ” phase. Mostafa et al. [23] investigated
the Nb-rich regions in the interdendritic spaces of SLM-built specimen, and reported those are γ”
phase (bct-Ni3Nb) using semi-quantitative EDS analysis and XRD refinement. Besides, it was claimed
that the γ” precipitates formed in a columnar microstructural architecture and are parallel to γ matrix,
which are consistent with the orderly arrangement of the Nb-enriched white precipitates in Figure 3a.
δ phase is difficult to form in SLM-printed IN718 alloy because of the high cooling rate during SLM
fabrication [23,27–31].

4.2. Calculation of the Introduced Oxygen Content in AM Process

Based on the oxidation behavior of raw IN718 powder, it has been demonstrated that Ni-included
spinel and Cr2O3 layers are the main oxidation product at 800 ◦C in air for 5 min. After SPS
consolidation, Cr2O3 and spinel completely disappeared, and new oxides of Al2O3 precipitates existed
along the powder boundaries in the substrate. For SPSed samples, the amount of the oxides in the
substrate increases from vacuum to air, consistent with the thickness increase of the oxide scales
formed on raw powders, as shown with the TEM images in Figure 5. The amount of the oxides in
substrate was increased with the thickness of the oxide scales formed on raw powders, resulting from
a higher oxygen content introduced through powders. The original powder surface oxides, such as
spinel and Cr2O3, were decomposed during SPS. The oxygen released from the oxide scale reacted
with Al to form more stable oxides in the substrate, namely, Al2O3 particles in IN718 alloy. This is
because Cr2O3 possesses lower oxygen affinity than that of Al2O3, as reflected by Ellingham diagram
in Figure 10 [32,33].
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With respect to the AM process, it can be readily understood that no matter what kinds of oxide
contaminations formed on raw powder surface, they must be transformed to the most stable oxide,
Al2O3, in AM-fabricated substrate, at such high operating temperatures of AM. In order to calculate
the introduced oxygen content during AM process, the results of SPSed samples that came from the
pre-oxidized powders are utilized. As described in the above section, the powders for SPS went
through pre-oxidation, in which the introduced oxygen content can be assessed through analyzing
the oxide scale formed on the powder surface. As shown in Figure 5, TEM characterization proved
that the oxide scale that formed on the raw powders pre-oxidized at 800 ◦C for 5 min in air possesses
a scale thickness of almost 90 nm, i.e., an external (Ni, Fe) Cr2O4 layer with 50 nm and an inner
Cr2O3 layer with 40 nm. The mean diameter of the raw powders is deemed to be 60 µm, and then
the introduced oxygen content for one powder after pre-oxidation at 800 ◦C for 5 min in air could be
calculated to be 0.202 wt%, which is approximately equal to the value contained in SPS-consolidated
sample. In this study, the introduced oxygen, regardless of whether in SPS via pre-oxidizing powders
or that in AM by contamination during AM process, is supposed to completely transform into Al2O3

precipitates in substrate. Since it has been certified that all the residual oxides in the substrate of SPS-
and AM-fabricated samples are Al2O3, the introduced oxygen content in AM process can be assessed
by comparing the volume fraction of Al2O3 in SPS-fabricated samples. Figure 11 exhibited the area
fraction of Al2O3 precipitates formed in all AM- (SLM and EBM) and SPS-(using pre-oxidized powders
at 800 ◦C for 5 min in vacuum and in air) samples, in which the value of area fraction was calculated
with ImageJ software by analyzing corresponding SEM images. Thus, the introduced oxygen content
in SLM and EBM processes can be calculated to be 0.030 wt% and 0.099 wt%, respectively. The oxygen
content is much higher than the original content in raw powders, for the case of SLM (0.019 wt%) or
that in EBM (0.014 wt%), suggesting that a considerable amount of oxygen was introduced during AM
process, and leads to the formation of new oxides during cooling process.
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5. Conclusions

Residual oxides dominated by Al2O3 and a unique core-shell complex composites with Al2O3 in
the center, and Ti/Nb at the periphery, were confirmed to exist in IN718 alloy fabricated by additive
manufacturing (AM). The morphology of these residues depends on the utilized processing of SLM or
EBM. In the case of AM process, oxygen would be introduced in the melt and Al2O3 crystallized during
the cooling process, and a different cooling rate in SLM and EBM results in a different distribution of
Al2O3 precipitates. In both SLM and EBM processes, Nb/Ti carbides precipitate during the process
at a high temperature with Al2O3 as a nucleation site during the solidification. In the case of EBM
process, the carbide has a unique core-shell structure. Precipitation of γ”/δ phases, however, has no
relationship with Al2O3 precipitates. The size and distribution of the Al2O3 precipitates may be altered
according to practical processing parameters in AM, which need further investigation. In order to
investigate the evolution of these oxides from powders to consolidated alloys, the pre-oxidized IN718
raw powders at 800 ◦C for 5 min in vacuum and in air were consolidated with SPS. Oxidation behavior
of the raw powders oxidized in air for 5 min proved that Ni-included spinel and Cr2O3 are the main
oxidation products. After SPS consolidation, residual oxides were found to disperse along powder
boundaries in the substrate of SPS-consolidated alloys, as an Al2O3, due to the high stability of the
oxide in IN718 alloy substrate. According to the comparison between the content of Al2O3 precipitates
formed in SPS- and AM-fabricated samples, the oxygen contents in substrates during SLM and EBM
process were found to increase by 0.030 wt% and 0.099 wt%, respectively.
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